
Nowadays more than in the past, the safe protection and destruction of confidential digital information have become 
crucial and strictly ruled by specific law and standard, so it is the choice and adoption of a reliable system in order to 
manage the data destruction correctly. The CH-M200 HC specifically designed for office environments; through its solid 
hardened steel knife it is able to shred the hard drive and its internal components including the data disk, simply pushing 
a button.

Compliance with safety requirements of CE, equipped with hdd insertion slot security switch, auto reverse and cut-off to 
avoid shredding jam, bin-full auto sensor, cabinet door open/closed sensor and dust proof closed housing.

The CH-M200 HC shredding module is a shredder solution that meets DIN 66399 security level H4 and the guidelines 
regarding the physical destruction of data contained on hard drives. It shred all formats and sizes of hard drives with an 
hourly capacity of HDD shredded above 300 Pcs/ hr.
The CH-M200 HC hard drives crushing device represents the last step in the destruction of data stored in hard drives, 
ensuring that your hard drives will be definitively destroyed and the supports will become unusable, ready to be recycled.

CH-M200 HC

IDEal for

usED by
� Corporates
� banks, telecom and insurance
� Government bureau
� security bureau
� IT logistic
� security providers

�  Hard drives
�  solid state drive
� Mobile Phone
� floppy disks, tapes, CD
� Magnetic media supports
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Shredding material

Crushable material

Security level

Cutting Width 33 mm

security level (DIN 66399)

Performance

Throughput per hour - hard drives > 300 items

Crushing time < 20 s

hardware

Insertion width 50 x 120 mm

bin Capacity 69 lT

Power / voltage / frequency 2,2 kW / 380 V / 50 Hz

Noise level <70 db

Machine size W900xD610xH1270 mm

Machine weight 751 kg

Warranty 12 months

specification may be changed without notice.
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